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“The 14 submitted entries were all of the quality of being a “first place” winner. However, I chose the three winners based on my perception on how they related to very
important global subjects, whether it was a farmer jailed in Lebanon without charges; or showing the similarities between farmers and the “99%” who have started a
quiet revolution showing how the 1% super-rich control the destiny of all. Finally,
the explanations to 4-H’ers about the perils and pleasures of beef farming must be
expanded to include all segments of agriculture life. Even though agriculture does
not appear to be providing the “returns” to the hard working farmers that it should,
the real message which must be projected is “hang in there”. Times will change and
the independent farmer will regain their prominence as more attention is paid to
quality and an organic base rather than chemical filled low cost food.” - Maurice Rees
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Senator Pierrette Ringuette, along with Berend Tepper and Jan Tepper, left to right, father and brother of potato farmer Hendrik Tepper, attend a public information session in
Drummond, N.B. on Tuesday, July 26, 2011. Tepper, who runs one of Canada’s largest potato farms, was arrested and jailed in March in a dispute over a potato shipment to Algeria.
Members of the farm community want Ottawa to help secure Tepper’s release.

Andrew McClelland
Advocate Staff Reporter
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Tepper is the owner of
Tobique
Farms,
one
of
Canada’s largest potato operations, near Grand Falls, New
Brunswick. On March 23, he
was travelling through Beirut
on a government-sponsored
trade mission when he was
arrested in the Lebanese capital. No formal charges have
been laid upon Tepper, but it
seems that an Interpol “red
notice” states that the Algerian
government had called for the
44-year-old producer’s arrest
after a dispute that a 2007 shipment of potatoes he coordinated was rotten.

other inmates. The bathroom is
a hole in the ground that must
be shared amongst all prisoners. There are no windows.
According to James Mockler,
the lawyer hired by Tepper’s
family to fight for his release,
Hendrik is in dire need of a
doctor’s care, both due to
physical illness and mental
trauma.
“He is desperate, and my
fear is that he is going to go
insane in there,“ Mockler said
after a trip to visit Tepper in
prison in July.
However, the Canadian
Embassy in Lebanon told
Mockler that it did not intend
to help in getting urgent medical attention to Tepper.
“The embassy has washed
their hands of him,“ Mockler

ANDREW
McCLELLAND

It’s a story that begs belief.
Hendrik Tepper, a New
Brunswick potato producer,
has been imprisoned in a
Lebanon jail after being arrested while travelling through the
country on business. As
Tepper’s captivity is coming
up on four months, family and
friends are wondering if the
Canadian government is doing
anything to help.
“This has been a stressful situation, a difficult situation,” said
Tepper’s sister, Harmien Dionne,
at an information session held in
late July. “We have asked the
government for help and for
some reason we are not receiving
it. We have begged for help.“

Protestors camped outside in downtown Montreal as part of the worldwide “Occupy” movement, aimed at bringing light to the glaring
rich and poor. Although they may go about things differently, radical protestors and farmers may share much in common.

reported, adding
thatbetween
his law
gap
firm is increasingly frustrated
at the lack of support offered
by the federal government.

Foreign Affairs
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Farmers and Occupy protesters
have much in common

Protecting Canadian citizens
overseas is the responsibility of
the Department of Foreign
Affairs. When contacted by the
Advocate,
Foreign
Affairs
April Stewart
Canada replied by e-mail that
Advocate
Eastern Townships
they “are in contact
with senior
Reporter
Lebanese authorities both
in
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Embassy doesn’t intend
to help

Tepper is being held in a cell
that holds up to two dozen
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parallels

between the
Occupy Wall Street/We Are the
99% protesters and Canada’s
small farmers are as glaring as
the winter sun on snow.
I came across the blog We Are
the 99% (www.wearethe99percent.tumblr.com) a few weeks
ago and I was struck by the comJustice denied anywhere
ments: many of them could easidiminishes justice everywhere.
ly have been said by small farm–Martin Luther King, Jr.
ers. ‘We Are the 99%’ is part of
the Occupy Wall Street movement that has swept the U.S. and
Canada over the past few
months. It is characterized by a
series of on-going demonstrations aimed at “social and economic inequality, high unemployment, greed, as well as corruption, and the undue influence
of
corporations—particularly
from the financial services sector—on
government.”
The
“99%,” a slogan adopted by
Occupy protestors, is perhaps
best explained in reference to the
remaining one per cent: that portion of society where the vast
concentration of wealth is situated. In an effort to demand and
cause change in our “corrupt economic system,” the 99% have
been uniting in mass gatherings.
Armed with a few sample comments from the blog (in italics
below), I went to the farmers
themselves for their insight and
opinions on how they see themselves as part of the 99%.

A well written story accompanied by a great photo
Give us a piece of your mind.
explaining
what
happens when the Canadian
Send a letter to the editor at qfa_advocate@upa.qc.ca or to
QFA, 555 Roland-Therrien, Office 255, Longueuil, QC J4H 4E7
Government does not become pro-active to help a
member of the “non-corporate” farming community.
When events like this happen the agriculture
community must become more vocal and rally more
support from within the agriculture communityabout
their segment of agriculture in addition to growing a
new business is well documented. The reporter did an
excellent job of conveying all aspects of the subject
matter.
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make it harder for the little guy
so they’ll ultimately sell out.
“There certainly is a plan for
farmers at the political level and
my feeling is that it is not good at
all. Governments throw us bones
and we are led to believe that it is
steak. As farmers we deserve
more than cost of production, we
deserve cost of living for what we
produce,” says Ken Brooks, a
Franklin maple syrup and apple
producer and QFA board member.

market system has shifted to a
big business friendly one where
all operations, no matter the size,
must comply with one-size-fitsall regulations. Priority has seemingly been given to exports over
domestic markets and a ‘bigger is
better’ mentality—again favouring larger operations. “The golden rule is: those who have the
gold make the rules,” says Andy
Greig, an Ormstown dairy
farmer.
As for raises, they are practically non-existent. Dairy producers,
for example, received $0.48/litre
of fluid class milk in the late
1970s. The price currently averages $0.72/litre (Class 1)—a raise
of just $0.24 over 33 years.
Canada’s pork and beef industry
have likewise crashed; all while
input and living costs have
increased substantially. Farm
suppliers have had to increase
their costs creating an unsustainable pattern of operating costs
versus insufficient farm prices
received.
“There simply wouldn’t be
time for me to work another job,”
says Stewart. “Farming takes
care of all the time I have. Almost
all of a small farmer’s income
goes in to paying bills for operating costs—which increase much
faster than our profits.”

“We will not be able to buy a
home until our parents die; what
kind of American dream is
that?”
Hundreds of young farmers—
including yours truly—live this
non-dream everyday: we can’t
afford to buy the farms outright
from our aging parents, because
start-up costs or the price of
entry (particularly dairy) is far
too high or the amount of loans
required would be too difficult
to pay back. Many parents are
making a gift of some of the
farm’s assets to ease the load—

Quebec Farmers’
Advocate

An interesting comparison showing the
similarities which exist between farmers and
an urban based population which finds itself
within 99% of the world’s population, yet at
the mercy of the 1% super rich.

and ensure the farm will continue. “I try to be hopeful of times
ahead for all farmers,” says
Brooks, “but I realize that the
government always does what it
does for reasons unknown to us
at the time.”
Perhaps J. David Hulchanski
from the Toronto Star sums it up
best: “There is no doubt in the
minds of many that the economy
is rigged in favour of the very
few, and that most politicians act
on behalf of those few. Why? To
quote Jesse James, because
“that’s where the money is.”

MEREDITH CLOSS

Quebec Farmers’ Advocate

“We are getting nothing while
the other one per cent is getting
everything.”
Our governments allow agribusiness oligopolies and monopolies to exist, to sway the vote, to
use their enormous cash potential to lobby government in their
best [capital] interests—similar to
the
arguments
made
by
Occupiers in regards to large corporations.
“Farmers make up about 1.5
per cent of the population,” says
Stewart. “We are quite literally
the polar opposite of the corporate, affluent one per cent. We are
small, we are marginalized and
we are certainly not affluent.”

ONE GIANT LEAP...
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IN SATELLITE BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY
To entice more 4-H’ers to
continue their
education and become “the farmers of tomorrow”
more initiatives must be undertaken to provide
our youth with more information upon which
LY
they can make “life-choice” decisions.
EAR D
BIR

“My husband works two jobs,
I work two part-time. I’ve had no
raise for 10 years… ”
While farmers of most production types receive more or less
the same price regardless of farm
size, small farmers have been
supplementing incomes with offfarm jobs for several years as the
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Judge: Maurice Rees, Publisher, The Shoreline Journal, Maitland, NS • Number of entries in the Best Agricultural Story category: 14
“We are working long hours for
little pay and no rights.”
Many small farmers—the backbone of Canada’s ag industry—
barely, if even, make a living
wage. Many spouses work offfarm as the majority of farm
income goes to operating expenses.
“Farmers work long hours for
comparatively little pay and
more and more of these hours are
devoted to paperwork created by
increased regulations set by
bureaucrats who are basically
busy trying to justify their own
jobs,” says Elgin dairy farmer Bill
Stewart. As for rights, they seem
to lean towards those agri-biz
corporations who lobby for policies that will increase their
exports, line their coffers and

“Why we can’t afford anything:
almost all of our money goes to
keeping our home.”
After WWII, the agriculture
industry experienced its own
industrial revolution with the
advent of synthetic fertilizers and
pesticides. There has been a slow,
but steady demise of small farms
as big ‘agri-biz’ and ‘industrial
farms’ have taken over the market ultimately creating an industry and policy environment that
rewards the almighty dollar over
those who believe a small system
can perform just as well as a large
if given parameters on par with
their size of operations. Thus, a
disproportionate and unsustainable amount of income goes into
keeping
the 8
farm alive.
Page
“I feel the human psyche needs
adversity
Fromotherwise
Page 1 we’d be
overcome by boredom—regardless of affluence,” says Greig.
“However, in my humble opinion capitalism in its current form
is a virtue-less and entirely
unsustainable concept.”
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SATELLITE NEEDED TO BE FASTER
AND MORE AFFORDABLE.
NOW IT’S BOTH.

Cree Artist

Tim Whiskeychan

Age: 43 years old
Born: February 12, 1968
Son of: (the late) Harry
Whiskeychan and Laura
Sackabutscum
Married to: Bertha Dixon
Father of: Emma Jane, 6
Home community:
Waskaganish, Quebec

Tim Whiskeychan employs numerous mediums to explore his artistic visions
By Pierre Coulombe

Tim Whiskeychan is a productive and
prolific artist and generalist of sorts
when it comes to the visual arts –
he’s a painter, illustrator, sculptor and
craftsman. Many samples of his work
are displayed in his hometown of
Waskaganish and throughout the
greater James Bay community.
Fluent in three languages,
Whiskeychan is able to keep his modesty as we peruse his portfolio, while
he claims paternity to a 25-foot granite monument standing in the heart of
Waswanipi, He also introduces me to
a collection of paintings, some of
which had residency in metropolitan

art galleries, and traveled as far as
Normandy, France.
His work includes sculpture
(metal and granite), oil and acrylic
painting, watercolour, stained glass

I was enthralled by a large
stained-glass project, which adorns
the local school library in a beautiful
and appeasing light of spectral
colours. The work features four

“WHISKEYCHAN IS PROUD TO SAY THAT HE’S BEEN
USING THE SAME PAINTBRUSHES FOR OVER 20 YEARS.”

PIERRE COULOMBE
the Nation

July 15, 2011

and airbrushing. He has produced
logos, banners, panels and signs of all
kinds. Whiskeychan carries quite an
impressive portfolio, to say the least.
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geese by a shore – two of which are
in flight. Majestic, ornamental… it
certainly ranks among the top decorative projects ever designed for a

The Nation

www.nationnews.ca

First of all, this was my favourite article from a layout positions.
Big, colourful drawings, photos with the artist and his work,
and the artist and his daughter. The story not only explained
artist Tim Whiskeychan’s passion for art, but also his passion
for life and family. I enjoyed the fact that reporter Pierre Coulombe seems to get to know the artist – the fact that he went
to college to improve his technique and ended up getting so
much more out of the education. Excellent story and worth
first place.

May 4 - May 10, 2011

HIGH-SPEED INTERNET – FOR ALL OF CANADA

Montreal’s Godspeed awakens Rupert Hills
might be no Arcade Fire – or at
least no paved road for them to
walk on.
And the entire Montreal indie rock surge that took over
the airwaves and iPods of the
college
twenty-somethings
throughout most of the mid to
late 2000s probably wouldn’t
have surfaced without the work
Godspeed put into the Montreal
scene in the 1990s.
And still, the progressive experimental rock band surpasses
any of its successors. Godspeed
is what Arcade Fire would be if
it had wings – dark, beautiful
wings that span forever. Godspeed is no ordinary band, but
more of an artistic entity, and
for much of their career that
spanned from 1994-2003 they
have played by their own rules
– giving no media interviews,
handing out no press passes or
photos and swimming against
the mainstream current – this
band truly lives in the shadows.
If you have ever seen the
movie, 28 Days Later, you have
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Godspeed You Black Emperor on stage at the Rupert Community Centre April 26. Trevor Greenway photo

been infected with the band’s efit for the Rupert Community bouncing around on stage, the
boot?NEWS
Because the
300-strong
audience sure didn’t
dreary, pessimistic vision.14The
kN5yx3uCentre
W?9oxJ5 • to
NUNATSIAQ
ytWEguy
• SEPTEMBER
23, 2011
eerie, post-apocalyptic opening who pricks you in Wakefield, notice. We were all transfixed on
seen in the movie is driven by also bangs on the drums for the the band – whether it was guitarGodspeed’s dark and seemingly band. That’s right; acupunctur- ist David Bryant violating his inist Bruce Cawdron is Godspeed’s strument with a screwdriver or
hopeless tune, “East Hastings.”
Cawdron’s sledgehammer drumSo why would such a huge drummer.
“Well, because Rupert is my ming from his feet, none of us
band, that has played to thousands in stadiums across Eu- ‘hood and Godspeed is a guar- could look away.
The band’s 45-minute jams
rope and North America, opt to anteed sellout show,” said Cawplaying at the Rupert Commu- dron, explaining why the octet seemed unreal at times. It was
nity Centre for the end of their played the Rupert fundraiser, difficult to know which sound
reunion tour that followed an during an exclusive interview was coming from where. I was
just waiting for the group to
eight-year hiatus? And a ben- with the Low Down.
“When you are in a band for combust spontaneously on stage
so many years, a band that is re- – but even that wouldn’t have
spected and has toured all over seemed out of the ordinary at
the world, you really just want to this show. We were all on Mars
play in your hometown and play – together – and it was magnififor your friends.”
cent.
Although
Cawdron
has
There were times when it
played to thousands all across seemed as if the community centhe world without letting the tre was about to collapse from
nerves get the best of him, the below. The entire stage looked
Rupert gig was much different. like it was on fire at one point,
He said he was very nervous at as the band’s projectionist, Karl
the April 26 show, because he Lemieux, spliced together horwas playing for his neighbours.
rid visions of fire, steam, smoke
If there were any nerves and industrial waste during

TREVOR
GREENWAY

The Low Down to
Hull & Back News

what seemed like a never-ending
story of melancholy and hopelessness.
It wasn’t a typical Godspeed
show, either, as there were many
non-fans at the show – and that
was the point of it all, says Cawdron.
“There were people that that
were four (years old) and 84,”
he said, speaking from the next
tour stop, Montreal. “It was nice
and intimate.”
Nadine Doolittle and Tim
Butler were among those nonfans who were completely blown
away by the show.
Unaware of who Godspeed
was, the long-time Rupert couple quickly learned just how
lucky they were. Doolittle’s eyes
were close to popping out of her
skull, while her hubby couldn’t
stop smiling. They even bought
the band’s tour poster because
it said “Athens, Greece and Rupert, Quebec.” The show seemed
to flash by in minutes, but the
band played an epic two-and-ahalf hours, just as solid as they
did it 10 years ago. This band
proved that not all reunion tours
are about cash and fighting the
urge of getting older. The Rupert
benefit concert brought in close
to $4,000 for the Rupert Community Centre. The Godspeed tour
has now wrapped up, but there is
more in store for the band. Cawdron confirmed that the band is
recording new material and that
a new album is in the works. See
live video of the Godspeed show
at www.lowdownonline.com
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At first, I was not impressed by the way
the article started on the front page
and then turned. There should have
been a graphic or photo in order to
Born with the gift of
capture the reader. However, when the
a golden tongue
story turned to page 8, the writing style
and enthusiasm from reporter Trevor
“The rapper is like a
R E S T A U R A N T
painter with a brush”
Greenway was a winner. I never heard
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of the band Godspeed before, but after
I loved the layout of this story. Five photos, plus a
Sunday
Mayto
8thfind out
reading this story,
I want
head
shot of writer Justin Nobel. In a short amount
Mother’s
Brunch
about them – that
says Day
a lot
for the
Call to reserve now!
of space, we learn a great deal about various rappers
writing.
Table d’hôte available
and dancers trying to make it to the next level. They
in the evening
are also faced with the day-to-day struggles of life
while following their dreams. Will they make it? Who
knows, but at least they’re out there trying.
Lil Bear leads her bi-weekly hip hop dance class, which is highly popular among youth in Iqaluit.
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JUSTIN NOBEL
Nunatsiaq News

Serge Lampron moved to Nunavut’s largest community to make it big as a hip hop
artist. “If you’re from a small town and you want to make it, you don’t stay there,
you go to the big city,” said Lampron, originally from Cape Dorset. “You go to Los
Angeles or New York. So I came to Iqaluit, to do rap and get my music known.”
(PHOTO BY JUSTIN NOBEL)

Terrace is now
OPEN!

Open from 8AM to 9:30PM Every day
Monday – Friday 3 to 6 specials

JUSTIN NOBEL
Special to
Nunatsiaq News

Serge Lampron, 26, moved to Iqaluit looking for
work, but he wasn’t after a job in social services or
education.
He came to Nunavut’s largest community to
make it big as a hip hop artist.
If you’re from a small town and you want to
make it you don’t stay there, you go to the big
city,” said Lampron, who is originally from Cape
Dorset. “You go to Los Angeles or New York. So I
came to Iqaluit, to do rap and get my music
known.”
Lampron was born into an artistic family. Several of his cousins are carvers, one uncle takes photographs and his mother makes traditional Inuit
dolls.
But these art forms don’t interest him. “I feel
like hip hop is my only artistic gift,” he said.

You may not know it, but Iqaluit has developed
something of a hip hop scene.
While veteran hip hop artists like DJ Mad Eskimo (aka Geronimo) have been playing shows here
for years, a group of new artists have emerged in
town, such as Baker Lake rapper Nelson Tagoona
and Shauna Seeteenak, who wowed audiences at
this year’s Alianait music and arts festival.
Others, like Lampron, have come to spend time
in one of two recording studios, and to get a chance
to perform live at bars or festivals.
“Iqaluit is a cultural melting pot,” said Alianait
executive director Heather Dailey. “I look at it as
the Toronto of Nunavut.”
“It’s an incredibly busy place, it’s not a sleepy
little town,” added Iqaluit Mayor Madeleine Redfern. “There’s a lot of people traveling through here
constantly, for medical treatment or meetings, and
that fosters exchanges.”
Others come to dance, like Christine Lamothe,
aka Lil Bear, or just, Bear.
She first came to Iqaluit in 2006 to teach hip
hop dance at a youth summer camp, the kids loved
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Creative gem

“Governments throw us bones and we are
led to believe that it is steak. As farmers
we deserve more than cost of production,
we deserve cost of living for what we produce,” says Ken Brooks, a Franklin maple
syrup and apple producer and QFA board
member.

QFA Members save
an additional $50!*
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